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Introduction and Background

Standby services have historically consisted of thre
general types of services.  These are capacity to provide 
ergy on demand for the unpredictable outages of the c
tomer’s primary source of power (back-up services), predic
able and controllable energy for time periods when th
customer schedules maintenance for self-owned genera
sources, and supplemental service where the customer p
chases additional power beyond what is provided by th
other power source.  The provision of back-up and main
nance services have often been provided under regula
standby services’ rates, apart from primary service rat
Back-up power is the element of standby services that p
vides the insurance for the purchaser, providing power wh
their other power supply fails.  The service provided is n
the standard provision of energy and demand as used, 
rather insurance for the possible use of these services.  T
makes many elements of this service and its pricing mo
complicated than primary firm service.

The changing marketplace could significantly affec
the market for standby services, the products that may 
offered, and the opportunities available in an expanded m
ket.  Customers may have several alternatives and packa
available to them that inter-relate to the provision of stand
services.  They could be self-generators with the need 
these services.  They can be independent power producer
qualifying facilities.  In the new market, customers coul
buy power from a third-party or power marketer and desi
this insurance from the local and known provider.  Thir
party providers could desire the service in order to guaran
their firm service contracts.  Customers could want the i
surance in a financial enumeration or as back-up pow
They could require this service in order to accept distribut
generation.  Back-up services could be a portion of the
insurance stance along with buying power on the spot m
ket, in place of having additional on-site power back-up su
plies, or in addition to purchasing interruptible power from 
third party.

A better understanding of the nature of standby ser
ices, its pricing issues, prior regulatory issues, and futu
issues can assist those designing energy service product
examining a broader range of possibilities.  For example, t
combined (gas and electric) marketers may wish to constr
combined packages of distributed generation and back-
power as a lower cost and, yet, secure power package 
customers.  This type of service was unusual in the o
regulated scheme where combined utilities had to mainta
distance between their gas and electric business units.
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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Provision of Standby Services
As a Market Niche

Standby services provide insurance (i.e., reduce risks
for either a self-generator, or an entity purchasing power
from an unfamiliar source.  As a greater number of pur-
chases occur outside the framework of a vertically integrated
supply system, reliability may decline (or perceived as being
less reliable) and the desire for insurance for these powe
contracts may expand.  Standby contracting will be used by
power purchasers to avoid purchasing emergency or backu
power from the spot market.  It is likely that the market for
standby services will grow significantly as the overall power
market becomes a more competitive marketplace.

In an open access regime it is more likely that standby
contracting will expand to services being provided by a party
other than the host utility.  If a third party utility wants to
supply only standby service to a purchaser, it is all the more
important that standby service be priced appropriately.  For
some utilities with high priced supplies, greatest profitability
might be achieved by concentrating on expanding transmis
sion and standby services while letting power supplies be
come a much smaller part of their business.

Standby pricing has, to-date, often been given only
secondary attention.  Yet, the quantity of power and capacity
obtained as standby services are increasing and expected 
increase more rapidly with the move to more competitive
markets.  The design of efficient markets (i.e., markets tha
minimize total cost to society) requires including efficient
pricing of standby services.

Efficient resource decisions for generation and trans-
mission can not occur unless there is efficient pricing in
transmission, generation, ancillary, and standby services
Standby and ancillary services complete the package of th
services provided, whether in the retail or wholesale market
The markets for either transmission or generation can no
have efficient pricing if their standby services are not also
efficiently priced.  This principle has been recognized, to
some extent, by the competitive market reforms taking place
in Europe.  For example, in an examination of the reform
policies being examined in Finland, Osmo Rännäri, of the
Helsinki Energy Board, stated that “For plants to be com-
petitive, the costs of generation, including some system for
the cost of standby generation capacity must be minimized “

The greatest lesson to be learned from the retail expe
rience to-date is that standby pricing should be taken more
seriously, and examined more closely sooner.  In compari
son, the state level experience shows more problems tha
successes with regard to standby pricing.  All too often
standby services have been underpriced.  Also, there ar
states in which standby services are not priced separately
17
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creating potential subsidies to these customers from the o
customers in their rate class (i.e., intra-class equity pr
lems).  One can, however, learn from these mistakes.  A
tionally, an attempt to correct these problems can be m
while unbundling prices and developing prices (and co
tracts) for the new competitive market place.

In a truly competitive market for standby services, 
definition, price will be determined by the marketplace.  Y
knowing the mistakes made in the previous pricing 
standby services can help utilities determine whether t
can profitably operate in that market in the long-run.  W
standby services, this is not necessarily an easy questio
address properly.

Yet, Will Standby Services Be Deregulated?

It is not a foregone conclusion that standby servic
will be deregulated.  If the distribution utility becomes th
utility of last resort, it may also be regulated to offer stand
services as an obligation to serve.

There may be precedence for the distribution utility
be regulated with an obligation to provide standby servic
This stems from the fact that the Public Utility Regulato
Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA), with FERC application, r
quired that interruptible backup (standby) services be p
vided to Qualifying Facilities (QF).  Nevertheless, there ha
been four different interpretations made, in different stat
as to the PURPA requirements of standby service for Q
These are:

1. The utility must offer only interruptible
standby service with the price of this service
incorporating appropriate cost-of-service fees.

2. The utility will not be required to provide
firm or interruptible standby services, if the
utility proves to the state regulatory body that
doing so would harm its customers.

3. The utility must provide firm standby service
with the price incorporating cost-of-service
and reservation fees.

4. The utility must provide firm standby service
under its normal pricing schedules (i.e.,
without reservation fees).

The above interpretations are ordered by the amo
of potential costs they impose on the utility’s captive cu
tomers.  That is, the first interpretation offers the maximu
protection to captive customers while the last offers the le
These differences in costs to captive customers result fro
lack of clarity in the obligation to serve clause for providin
standby services to QFs.  They are not due to purpos
actions by state regulatory authorities to place captive c
tomers at risk.  In fact, this lack of clarity was specifica
18
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cited by the Michigan Public Service Commission as th
reason for not approving a standby service rate request.

“What is lacking is clarity about the legal re-
quirements imposed by federal and state law and
a quantification of the effects on Consumers
[Consumers Power Company], its standby cus-
tomers, and other customers of the variety of
ways that standby service might be offered and
priced.  Consequently, the commission finds that
the record is not adequate to resolve these issues
in a manner that balances the interests of all par-
ties or serves the public interest.”

The Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control
(DPUC) provides an example of the first PURPA interpreta
tion listed above.  The DPUC does not require firm standb
service, and they allow reservation fees to capture the ben
fits of capacity that is provided to standby customers wh
receive interruptible service.  In a Connecticut Light and
Power Company case in 1988, the DPUC stated:

“Based on the record, we believe the minimum
demand charge proposed by CL&P is support-
able. It is true there is not a great deal of cost of
service data available regarding this class be-
cause of the newness of the rate and the imma-
turity of the subscriber class, but cost of service
is not the sole basis upon which to predicate
rates. Under exclusive cost of service principles
intermittent users and interruptible customers
might bear insignificant responsibility for de-
mand related charges. Nonetheless, both classes
of customers achieve substantial value from the
service being provided and both classes of cus-
tomers impose substantial duty to serve obliga-
tions upon the utility provider. A charge that is
reflective not only of costs but of these other
considerations is appropriate.”

Offering only interruptible standby is equivalent to
not requiring utilities to provide capacity to serve standby
demand loads. United Illuminating Company, also in Con
necticut, offers four levels of interruptible  service but no
firm service as part of their standby service rate tariff. Sev
eral jurisdictions and standby rates do not require the utilit
to offer firm standby service.  For example,  the Idaho PUC
directly addressed this issue in Order No. 22887 in Decem
ber 1989, regarding the Idaho Power Company’s standb
rate proposal.  They said that “contract demand bears 
meaningful and direct relationship to the utility’s obligation
to serve.”

In California, Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(PG&E) has an approved standby tariff that specifically ad
dresses its right to refuse standby service.  This special co
dition grandfathers all current load, but says that PG&E re
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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serves the right to deny standby service to new or increa
loads, if serving this load may jeopardize service to exist
customers.  (PG&E will notify the California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC) of any decisions it makes to not se
this reservation load.)  This new standby load will be subj
to CPUC approval for reservation capacity over one me
watt, or combined reservation capacity across customers
exceed one megawatt from any single non-utility plant.

The relationship between contracting for standby a
the obligation to serve can also be seen in state experien
natural gas standby pricing.  In an order regarding Arkan
Western Gas Company, the Arkansas Public Service C
mission stated, “Customers opting for transportation wh
do not pay standby charges will be referred to as non-c
customers and will have no rights to system supply gas.”

Similarly in California, the California Public Utilities
Commission stated that, “Standby service shall have 
lowest priority during periods of curtailment,” in its decisio
regarding Natural Gas Procurement and System Reliabilit

The Texas Public Utility Commission provides u
with an example of the second interpretation of PURPA.
requires utilities to provide standby and supplemental se
ices to QFs.  Yet, the utility is not required to provide th
service(s) if, “after notice ... and opportunity for publ
comment, the electric utility demonstrates and the comm
sion finds that provision of such power will:  impair th
electric utility’s ability to render adequate service to its cu
tomers; or place an undue burden on the electric utility.”

Interpretation four has been seen in Massachuse
For example, standby rates in Massachusetts were elimin
by the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities (DP
in the mid-1980s with criteria for an auxiliary service rate 
forth in Boston Edison Company, DPU 1720 (1984).  Th
was followed by the disallowance of auxiliary service ra
in Cambridge Electric Light Company, DPU 84-165-
(1985) and Massachusetts Electric Company, DPU 85-1
Both of these cases cited the need for greater proof of
differences in costs between standby and non-standby 
tomers.  Standby rates were also eliminated in Massachu
in the mid-1980s, as part of the removal of demand ratch
from all rates in Massachusetts.  Massachusetts Elect
auxiliary service rate, in place from 1982 until the abo
case in 1985, was a modified general service rate.  The 
eral service rate applied for all customer charges and stan
customers also faced an auxiliary service charge.  This s
ice charge was a demand ratchet substituting for a rese
tion fee.  All demand ratchets were disapproved by the M
sachusetts DPU as they were believed to lower the incen
for energy efficiency investments.

In North Carolina, Carolina Power and Light Com
pany offers both firm and interruptible standby servic
Nevertheless, standby service is limited to protect the cap
customers by limiting its availability to amounts less than
equal to 50 mWs.

The Florida Public Service Commission approve
Florida Power and Light’s (FPL) request that customers w
contracts to sell firm capacity and/or energy to FPL, and w
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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cannot restart their generation equipment without powe
supplied by FPL, would be excluded from being able to tak
interruptible standby and supplemental service.  This restri
tion protects native customers who rely on the power bein
sold to FPL by these customers, and assures these stan
customers have the power to restart their generators duri
times when FPL needs this power and interruptible custom
ers are being curtailed.

The foregoing variations in PURPA interpretations
demonstrate the importance of fully defining the obligation
to serve that will exist in any new regime.  It also shows th
importance of balancing any obligation to serve with a pric
ing mechanism that ensures captive customers are protecte

Mistakes Made in the Regulated
Pricing of Standby Services

The pricing of standby services is one of the mor
complicated areas of pricing for energy utilities.  First, ther
are three general types of services within this overall cat
gory: back-up (on demand), maintenance (scheduled in a
vance with utility approval of timing), and supplementa
service.  Back-up power is the element of standby servic
that provides the insurance for the purchaser, providin
power when their other power supply fails.  On the othe
hand, the maintenance service as scheduled when the uti
has excess capacity on-line is the lowest cost service for t
utility to provide.  Supplemental power augments the powe
the purchaser obtains elsewhere.  The load shapes and p
dictability of these three types of services vary significantl
from that of full firm service customers and among the three

Utilities do often differentiate pricing by these differ-
ent types of services: back-up versus maintenance, stand
versus supplemental, by transmission and distribution ser
ice levels, and by voltage levels.  As the standby servic
market becomes competitive, we would expect that all pric
ing be either be disaggregated as such or calculated as s
and then packaged for the customer.

The greatest difficulty in regulated pricing of standby
services comes from estimating the “appropriate” price fo
capacity within back-up pricing.  The main obstacle is tha
regulated pricing is based upon the fact of allocating cos
according to the quantity of power and demand used.  Ye
the service being provided in back-up is not power used b
insurance for power that may need to be used.

The basic issue for standby pricing is the recover
of fixed costs. Unless additional charges are built into 
distinct standby rate, the customer charge and reservati
fee (or access fee) are the only bill components of 
standby rate that are set-up for the collection of fixed cost
The other components, demand charges and ener
charges, are dependent upon usage and, therefore, sho
only cover variable costs.

The primary difficulty is most often found in the
decision of how to price capacity.  The capacity charge is
fixed fee to cover the amount of capacity that most be he
19
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for that capacity.  Yet, its usage is unpredictable makin
selection of applicable marginal cost a problem.  The 
tent of usage is also unpredictable and can vary sign
cantly year-to-year, making allocation a problem.   F
example, Houston Lighting & Power Company, the US
electric utility with the largest amount of standby servic
conducted an extensive study in 1992 examining and c
paring 13 methods for calculating back-up pricing.

We also find standby pricing to be an issue in t
natural gas industry and can learn from their experienc
The New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission su
ported a standby schedule for natural gas to recover fi
costs.  This ruling stated:

“Usage data provided by the Company show
that a limited number of customers with alter-
nate fuel capability are meeting most of their
energy needs with alternate fuel and using the
gas distribution system for back-up or standby
purposes. Consequently, the average annual
consumption of gas by these “standby custom-
ers” is considerably lower than the average an-
nual consumption that underlies the applicable
rate schedule. As a result, the Company has
been unable to recover from these customers its
fixed costs. In light of this, the settlement par-
ties recommend that the Company be author-
ized to replace the current applicable schedule
with a standby schedule designed to recover the
fixed costs of standing ready to serve.”

Standby contracts are the largest mechanism 
which partial requirements’ customers are placed on
standby rate.  Contract length varies from being unide
fied to five years.  Standby rates may also have requ
notices to leave standby service.  Expansion of these ty
of contract provisions is quite likely as utilities becom
deregulated and are no longer protected by the regula
umbrella of cost recovery.

As a fixed fee, there is a price incentive for custom
ers to underestimate their contract demand needs, if 
utility will serve whatever demand is as used.  If this 
done systematically, there will still be an intra-class equ
problem.  Very large customers can also cause the ut
more difficulties and create greater costs if the utility
planned demand is too low due to the contract dem
being too low.  To prevent these problems some utilit
provide penalties for excess demand, as-used dem
greater than contract demand.

One of the heaviest penalties are those containe
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation’s (NMPC) standb
tariff.   NMPC has a two-tier excess demand pena
clause.  If the as-used demand exceeds the contract
mand by ten percent the penalty is twelve times the re
vation fee, and if the as-used demand exceeds the con
20
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demand by twenty percent the penalty rises to twenty-four
times the reservation fee.

The Idaho Public Utility Commission, in its 1989
Order No. 22887  concerning the Idaho Power Company’s
proposed standby rate, stated that the utility had four alter-
natives available for addressing excess demand over con
tract demand.  These alternatives were given as the fol-
lowing: contract demand ratchet; load limiting;
disconnection; and excess or over-run charge.  The standb
rate for Idaho Power Company set in 1989 allows a five
percent excess demand with a five-dollar excess charge pe
excess kilowatt plus a fifty-cent excess demand fee for
daily kilowatt of excess demand.  The PUC also stated that
the utility had no obligation to serve above the contract
demand.

Utilities also used fixed fees in brackets of demand.
For example, this is done by Niagara Mohawk Power Cor-
poration (NMPC), Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), and
Houston Lighting & Power (by kilovolt-amperes).

Prior to competitive markets, standby pricing was
becoming unbundled.  As of 1995, the standby rate for
NMPC had 13 components, and PG&E’s standby rate was
9 pages long with 11 components.

At this time, utilities have not separated fixed
transmission and distribution costs from discretionary or
marginal costing.  It is likely this will become a more im-
portant component of pricing, or at least a component that
implicitly determines which utilities are profitable within
this market.

Given the nature of standby services, back-up power
for a customer with an alternative primary power source,
standby services are likely to be more important in a com-
petitive market whether or not standby services themselves
are de-regulated or not.  They will also often be inter-
twined with the issue or fixed cost recovery and stranded
investments. The Delaware Public Service Commission
ordered 100% mandatory standby fees in order to protect
native customers in a docket regarding a standby natura
gas rate for Delmarva Power and Light Company (Novem-
ber 1993, PURbase).  The link between standby and the
move to a competitive market was recognized in the Mas-
sachusetts DPU approval of a transition charge as part of a
standby rate by Cambridge Electric Light Company in
September 1995, DPU 94-101/95-36.  The DPU approved
a “Customer Transition Charge” (CTC) as a wires’ charge
(not an exit fee) to recover 75 percent of stranded costs
from a move of MIT to QF power (PUR Weekly).  Yet, the
difficulties are also highlighted here as this case has gone
on to litigation.

Recommendations for Regulators and Utilities
in the Transition to De-Regulated Markets

1. Get standby pricing (retail and wholesale) right as
early as possible in the transition to competitive
prices.
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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Competition in generation has been significant
impacted by technological changes and PURPA.  As a
sult, pricing for standby services in retail markets h
fluctuated and evolved significantly.  Utilities, at firs
were somewhat remiss in setting pricing for standby se
ices, assuming that the impacts for inappropriate pric
would be minimal.  In other cases, utilities attempted 
achieve reservation charges, but were unable to get t
approved given how much they increased costs for 
standby customers.  The importance of these services
be seen by their increasing usage.  It is very difficult 
raise rates that are priced inappropriately low in the beg
ning.

2. To the extent that competition exists in generati
and transmission access is developed, utilities sho
have no obligation to provide standby services, i.
standby services should be supplied through mark
based rates.

 
3. To the extent that regulators (FERC for wholesa

and state regulators for retail) impose standby serv
obligations and regulate prices, regulators should:

a) Allow the use of balancing accounts to track
costs incurred in providing each standby-
related service;

b) Allow efficient sequencing of services and
prices;

c) Allow the use of a reservation fee to recover
fixed costs, including the probability of us-
age and diversity of loads in the class to be
incorporated into the rate;

d) Allow the use of incentive pricing to dis-
courage customers from shifting costs by
purposely underestimating contract demand;

e) Allow for the recovery of implicit standby
costs created by maintaining an obligation to
serve customers selecting power from alter-
native sources/suppliers; and

f) Allow for the recovery of transitional
stranded costs through a fixed fee, such as
within the standby reservation fee.

Standby Pricing Issues

From the Customer Perspective
One of the biggest initial issues that will occur in

competitive market for standby services will be the expec
price for the service.  Customers will initially expect th
price for standby services to be the same or lower in the 
competitive marketplace.  Yet, if standby services have o
been underpriced in a regulated environment, this will 
likely be offered.  Initially, this could cause some stick
shock as the market and customers adjust.  It is also pos
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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that it could create significant backlash and even cries for 
regulation of standby pricing.

Should You Be In This Market & At What Price?
The first thought from most people concerning ma

ket-based pricing is that isn’t pricing determined by the ma
ket.  Yet, pricing is actually more complicated than this.

All firms attempt to differentiate their products so tha
they do not face a completely competitive market, i.e., th
can have a little control over their price.  To the extent th
differentiate their service, firms can make marginal pricin
decisions while operating in a strategic manner given t
moves of their competitors.

Even in a completely competitive market, the firm
must decide whether to be in the entire market, a niche s
market, or whether to be in that market at all in the long-ru
Classical microeconomics says that these decisions are m
by examining expected market price, its associated marg
revenue, against marginal costs.  If this price is  not at av
age total costs, over the long-term this market does not al
the firm to cover all its costs and receive a reasonable pr
for its risks.  The firm should not be operating in this mark
with their current cost structure.

Utilities are now beginning to assess their costs 
relation to offering various services.  As they do so, exa
ining the problems seen in pricing standby services, i.
properly assessing costs, can provide guidance to utilities
how to assess their costs to provide this service.  Each of
pricing issues discussed in the above section on past m
takes and issues should be examined by utilities as they
termine their actual costs for operating in this market.

A competitive market for standby services may als
allow utilities to offer an alternative service option.  Som
firms may be able to take standby services with a financ
remuneration rather than power on demand.  That is, so
standby customers may require completely firm back-
(e.g., hospital or wholesale municipal customers) while ot
ers might be willing to have standby power on demand 
financial remuneration in compensation.  This latter optio
might look like an insurance policy where the firm receives
payment equivalent to their lost profit for a production cycl
and the utility selects either providing that payment or pow
at the instant demanded depending on the market price of
power.  In the current regulated environment this alternat
service is not offered.

Standby Service Within The Overall Offerings
Retail pricing of firm standby service and

interruptible primary service has, at times, led to incom
patibilities between these.  Not allowing customers to r
ceive both types of service is a result of the state expe
ence with the pricing of standby services.  A mor
appropriate solution might be that as pricing is designe
taking both services should be more expensive than 
taining firm service.  Theoretically this should occur a
there are greater administration costs to administering b
services to a customer, while providing the same level 
21
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capacity and energy, than serving this customer with fi
primary service.  Yet, in more than one utility or one sta
customers, if allowed to, could take interruptible an
standby services at a lower cost than firm primary servi
This means that they are receiving a discount for what
essentially firm primary service.  This indicates that th
standby service is probably underpriced.  (If not, th
interruptible primary service is underpriced.)

It is recommended that utilities examine the pricing 
services across the board and how they appear in sequ
of the service offered.  That is, firm primary service shou
cost more than interruptible; predictable (firm) primar
service should cost less than the equivalent take 
unpredictable firm (standby) service; and predictable serv
controllable as non-peak (maintenance service) should c
less than the equivalent take of generally predictable (fir
primary service.  This is as shown in Figure 1.

Sequencing of Pricing

Level of Utility’s Ability Price per
Service                          to Control Costs           mW Us

Standby service _
+

Firm full service

Interruptible service
_

Scheduled maintenance +

Figure 1

Additionally, utilities should examine their pricing as
it is in sequence when combined.  That is, a customer sho
not be able to obtain firm service for less cost, by combini
interruptible primary service with a firm standby service fo
the interrupted periods from one utility provider. [Recogniz
that open access and competition may allow a custome
achieve a lower cost by obtaining interruptible prima
service from one utility, and firm standby service from a
other utility for the interrupted periods of the first utility
The sequencing of prices may still occur and be econo
cally efficient for each individual utility.]  In other words,
sequencing of pricing allows the utility to ensure that 
pricing and packaging makes sense, more service costs m
than less service.  Otherwise lost profitability in a pure
competitive market (or subsidies in a regulated arena), a
economically inefficient decisions will occur.

This is a relatively simple concept.  Yet, in today’
regulated marketplace it has still been violated.
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